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Date___/___/_____     Name____ANSWER KEY________ 
 
“The U.S. Constitution ~ Interpretation” 
Directions:  Answer the following questions and statements.  It is in your best interest to 
respond with answers that are complete since you will be using this sheet in preparation 
for the review quiz. 
Preamble:  sets forth the purpose of the Constitution 

1. What values and principles are contained in the Preamble to the U.S. 
Constitution? 

-Freedom                              -Justice 
-Safety            -Equality 

 
2. From what or who did the framers state their authority came from? 

- The people of the United States:  the people have the 
right and the power to determine how they should be 
governed. 

3. Checks and Balances:  What powers does your assigned Constitution passage 
contain?  Who and what kind of checks to the powers do your assigned 
Constitution passage contains? 
                          POWERS                                                    CHECKS 

 
        President:  Vetoes laws 
Legislative      Passes laws                calls special sessions of       
       Approves treaties and appointments          Congress. 
       Provides for and maintains Navy/militia 
       Collects taxes    Supreme Court:  interprets 
       Pay debts     laws and treaties, reviews 
       Borrows and coins money   constitutionality of the law 
       Regulates trade 
 
Executive      Enforces laws    Congress: shelves bills  
       Appoints officers    proposed by President; 
       Makes treaties    overrides vetoes; refuses to  
                             Appoints Supreme Court Judges  confirm appointments and  
       Serves as commander-in-chief  ratify treaties, impeachment 
        Supreme Court: declares  
        Laws or executive acts  
        Unconstitutional 
Judicial      Interprets laws and treaties   President:  appoints judges 
       Judges appointed for life   cannot remove them, grants 
       Chief Justice presides at    pardons 
        Impeachment of president   Congress:  Impeach judges; 
        Decides jurisdiction of fed  
        Courts; Approves  
        Appointments of judges 
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4. Article 4 of the Constitution is in regards to the states.   
a. Who has the authority to admit new states? 

Congress 
 

b. What happens to criminals who flee the state the crime was committed in? 
Upon capture, they are returned to the state where the crime was 
committed 

 
c. What does the Constitution guarantee to the states? 

A republican form of government and protection  
 
 

5. Article 5 of the Constitution is in regards to amending the Constitution. 
a. What is the fractional majority for proposing amendments (changes) to the 

Constitution by Congress? 
2/3 

 
b. Who ratifies (approves) of the amendments to the Constitution? 
¾ of state legislatures 

 
 

6. What is the basic premise behind Article 6? 
The supremacy of the National Government 

 
7. The Constitution did not require unanimous support to become effective.  How 

many states out of the 13 would be sufficient to establish the Constitution? 
9 out of the 13 states was required to ratify the Constitution 
 


